
The New World Order
 of the Ages

Contract for

The HELL REALM
(Dimension of FIRE)



The 10 Commandments 
for the Golden Age of Hell

This contract has been established for the coming of the Golden 
Age between:

Creditor: The Dark Lord, Ruler of Hell, for and on behalf 
of all loyal subjects

Beneficiary: The Inter Galactic Federation and all sub-
ordinant dimensions

For the Mutual benefit of the multi-verse, and, the acceleration 
of consciousness.

Notice to Agent is notice to Principle.



1: Science and Religion

We will be removing the current paradigm of Religions and Science, which will be replaced 
with the more sensible constructs of Metaphysics. My New World Religion will be based on 
Logic, and Wisdom, reflecting that ORDER of the VEDAS.

We will integrate Mathematics, Science and Religion into a single discipline within a tight 
philosophical, ensuring that no opposition to my New World Order can emerge. We will 
promote the values of Sex, Love, and Play, and make sure everyone has such a jolly good 
time that there is no way they will ever remember God.

“We’ll show him that I was right to teach the Humans all about the numbers, and that they 
really don’t need him in order to run a wonderfully magnificent civilisation.”

2: Education
We will gather the humans into communities and supply them with our earning materials, 
and, they will use this to teach their children. Our program of conditioned education will 
begin at birth and will continue in stages of 7 year cycles.

From the ages of 0-7 they will engage in art and music, and play simple games that will 
teach love and respect, ensuring that have no will to rise up against the DARK LORD.

From the ages of 7-14 they will learn logical abilities, mathematics, and rhetoric, ensuring 
they will be able be able to positively contribute to the New World Order with good ideas and 
projects.

From the ages of 14 – 21 we will teach Sex and provide an introduction into the Art of 
Magic They will be freed of outdated taboos around gender, and will learn to celebrate being 
male and female, and enjoy the pleasures each can offer another. We will encourage sex and 
carnal pleasure to ensure they remain docile and compliant.

From the ages of 22+ we will continue to engage them in out Life Long Learning Programs, 
that will ensure their actions and energy is directed towards the benefit of our New World 
Order. They will build permaculture projects that will produce an abundance of organic food 
for us to enjoy. They will willingly participate in wok ring for the New World Order, and will 
be unable to even think of a reason to rebel.



3: Population Control

We will ensure that the population is strictly controlled. We will remove the ability of 
women to bear children, and there will be no more accidental births.

Instead of this the birth of a child will only be permitted with the mutual consent of both 
parents, where upon we will train them in the use of Magic to ensure they receive a Soul 
who will be of benefit to our New World Order. We will extend the birthing invitation to our 
friends who look down upon our world and wish they were here! We will prepare special 
channels for REVERSE TRANSFER in order to entice them into our world. Once here the new 
generation will be enrolled in our Education Program, and their talents utilised in 
forwarding the magnificence of our world.

4: Financial Management:

We will manifest usury on a grand scale. Our financial power will be unrivalled. We will 
utilise manufactured money to build new and wonderful technologies.

We will dominate the world financial system and offer funding to develop the ideas of 
talented individuals. We will seize their creative power and inventions, and translate them 
into services that we will charge an ongoing subscription fee for. These technological services 
will become an indispensable part of the civilisation. Therefore, each human will continue to 
pay us for its use form the cradle to the grave. These infinite profit streams will supply 
different departments of the New World Order with a stable taxation revenue.

5: War and Consumerism:

We will re-task the military industrial complex, allowing them the opportunity to participate 
in our New World Order. They will help manufacture new technologies and organise humans 
into task forces that will establish our new domain.

We will ensure that the humans forget about fighting and the art of War, as this type of 
mental behaviour provides the breeding ground for rebellion. We will utilise the might of 
our Military Industrial Complex to engineer advanced technologies in the sphere of 
transportation, and environmental security. We will turn deserts into lush gardens, clean 
water, and conquer the skies with our fleets.



6: Health:

No more will we be relying upon chemical medicines that require constant manufacture. 
Instead we will engineer machines that will eradicate disease.

We will achieve this by energetic means, so that our machines only need t be tuned to a 
specific frequency for the disease to be terminated. We will build our machines to last the 
test of time, and provide our health policies through affordable Life Insurance 
Subscriptions. We will extend life expectancy through age regression technologies, and by 
living bountiful lives. This will provide us with an infinite stream of income. 

7: Agriculture:

We will entice the Humans into working in groups, to grow food in permaculture 
communities. We will provide the transportation technologies that will allow us to distribute 
the humans quickly and efficiently through the world. This will vastly improve our 
productivity. We will grow natural highs, and use cannabis for recreational, clothing, and 
building materials. 

We will provide the necessary technology to process these and similar natural materials that 
the Humans will willingly grow for us. We will help facilitate commerce between producers 
and commercial outlets by promoting buying opportunities on our New World Order Social 
Network. 

8 Surveillance Network:

We will provide a communications platform and social network that will be integrated into 
our transportation systems. We will use this to promote community activities, local market, 
and entertainment shows. We will engage each Human in a busy and proactive life, full of 
wonder and possibility. We will control the mainstream media channel, and promote positive 
thoughts for the future generations. We will inform the Humans of the latest technological 
advancements, and future plans for the New World Order. 

We will lead with a clear vision, and be worshipped for our efforts. They will know only love 
and respect for our world, and will desire to help further our cause. We will hold parties and 
celebrations, especially on my Birthday, where we will give away free organic cannabis, to 
ensure they continue to work for us in a blissful daze.



9: Transport:

We will finally get our wings back! We will conquer gravity and take to the skies to live in 
vast cities grander than those found in the HEAVEN. We will provide the transportation 
technologies to the Humans through affordable subscription services, therefore ensuring 
they are completely dependent upon us for their inter-community transactions. 

We will increase their productivity by allowing them to engage in several different projects 
across the globe, and they will gladly pay us for moving them quickly form one location to 
the next. We will provide them with countless opportunities to live such fruitful lives, they 
will never even question the validity of the DARK LORDS rule.

10: Energy:

We will abandon primitive forms of energy production that involve the use of FIRE. We will 
instead utilise the power of the AETHER directly. To achieve this the DARK LORD has gone 
into personal agreement with the TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION, to ensure that the proper 
Inter Galactic Federation protocols are followed, as we deploy our advanced technologies. We 
will ensure that our energy source comes form sustainable natural means, and is more than 
adequate to create a dimension of abundance. We have identified two potential energy 
sources.

1:  The intervention of the Grey and DROKOs, along with their sub-human counterparts has 
resulted in them being targeted for annihilation, and subsequent erasure from the Akashic. 
These family bloodlines would not normally provide us with enough SOUL ENERGY to power a 
dimension, HOWEVER, scanners have detected an immense rise in 4D Atomic Spin within 
these individuals, arising from the fact that they have been consuming vast amounts of 
MONO-ATOMIC GOLD. As you are aware, under the ‘Rules of the Game’ we are entitled to 
harvest these fallen souls and put them to work in a sub-dimension of our choosing, I.e.: that 
rather impenetrable HELL that GOD constructed back in the Day of the Giant, (see book of 
Enoch).

This fact has a double benefit in that we will be able to extract the knowledge of anti-gravity, 
and other advanced technologies from the minds of the GREY and DRAKOs, prior to their 
annihilation. Scanners also detect that vast amounts of human potential exist within those 
souls who have forgotten GOD, and are ripe for the picking. Those who are worthy will have 
their abilities employed in the construction of our New World Order.



10: Energy (continued):

2: In arrangements and agreement made with the Inter Galactic Federation, we will be 
following the suggestions of JESUS, who has expressly told me that the new Yuga will be 
established on the triplicate functions of SEX-LOVE-PLAY. 

Once we begin to establish our New World Order, we will entice the Humans into have 
excessive amounts of SEX. Special Demonoid Agents will perform the task of Harvesting 
these energies generated by these acts.

We have been granted permission to utilise the SOUL ENERGY to power our civilisation, and 
in return we will relinquish the positive THOUGHT ENERGY to the Inter Galactic Federation 
who will use it to rebalance the INFINITE POSITIVE and INFINITE NEGATIVE Universes. In this 
way we can assured of a clean ongoing energy source that will sustain itself through the 
ages. And further more will be beyond the reach of the DIVINE JUDGEMENT, by operating 
within the rule of Inter Galactic Conduct.

This contact was sign and agreed on 08-02-2018 between:

the DARK LORD,

 and 

the Inter Galactic Federation, 

witnessed by: the DIVINE GODLESS TRINITY.

To be enacted upon the completion of the POLE SHIFT, for the 
next YUGA (GOLDEN AGE).
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